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Abstrat

As Internet ommere beomes more popular, ustomers' preferenes on var-

ious produts an now be readily aquired on-line via various e-ommere

systems. Properly mining this extrated data an generate useful knowledge

for providing personalized produt reommendation servies. In general,

reommender systems use two omplementary tehniques. Content-based

systems math ustomer interests with produts attributes, while ollabo-

rative �ltering systems utilize preferene ratings from other ustomers. In

this paper, we address some problems faed by these two systems, and study

how mahine learning tehniques, namely the support vetor mahine and

the latent lass model, an be used to alleviated them.

1 Introdution

Produt reommendation is one of the most important business ativities

in attrating ustomers. With the advent of the World Wide Web, on-line

ompanies an now aquire ustomers' preferenes and reommend produts

aordingly on a one-to-one basis in real time, and more importantly, at a

muh lower ost. Suh kind of systems are ommonly alled reommender



systems. Based on the type of information used, reommender systems an

be further ategorized as ontent-based or ollaborative.

Content-based systems provide reommendations by mathing ustomer

interests with produt attributes. Sometimes, there are a large number of

produt attributes, and existing systems rely heavily on preproessing steps

that selet or extrat \important" features from the produts. These steps,

however, are often ad ho and do not always show onsistent improvement.

In this paper, we propose the use of the support vetor mahine (SVM)

[13, 14℄ instead. Unlike other mahine learning methods, SVM's perfor-

mane is related not to the input dimensionality, but to the margin with

whih it separates the data. Experimentally, SVM has ahieved superior

performane on a number of high-dimensional data sets (e.g. [8℄).

Collaborative systems, on the other hand, utilize the overlap of pref-

erene ratings among ustomers for produt reommendation [5, 11, 12℄.

The orrelation oeÆient is ommonly used, whih, however, is sensitive

to the sparsity of rating information. Model-based tehniques an be used

to alleviate this problem. In partiular, the latent lass model (LCM) [6℄ is

adopted and extended in this paper. The LCM is a family-of-mixture model

originally proposed for the modeling of the o-ourrene of two random

variables. Reently, promising results have also been reported on applia-

tions like doument ategorization and texture segmentation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 desribes

ontent-based reommender systems, with partiular emphasize on the fea-

ture seletion problem, and then an introdution to the SVM. Setion 3 de-

sribes ollaborative reommender systems, together with the sparsity and

�rst-rater problems, and then an introdution to the LCM and our exten-

sion. Evaluation results on the SVM and the extended LCM are presented

in Setion 4, and the last setion gives some onluding remarks.

2 Content-Based Reommendation

In the following, let X = fx

i

g

N

i=1

be the set of ustomers, Y = fy

j

g

M

j=1

be the set of produts, and V = fv

ij

g

ij

be the ustomer-produt matrix in

whih entry v

ij

denotes ustomer x

i

's preferene rating for produt y

j

.

In ontent-based systems, all produts in Y are desribed by a ommon

set of features extrated from the available produt desriptions. Eah y

j

is thus represented by a feature vetor f

j

. Moreover, individual ustomer's

preferenes are predited solely from the produts that he/she has rated,

by analyzing the relationship between the preferene ratings and the orre-

sponding produt features.

A number of tehniques have been used for ontent-based reommen-

dation. The simplest ones inlude simple keyword mathing [3℄. However,

the use of keywords su�ers from the well-known problems of synonymy and

polysemy. Another popular tehnique is the naive Bayes lassi�er [9℄, whih

relies on the simple, though often unrealisti, assumption that features are



probabilistially independent of one another. Other algorithms, suh as the

winnow algorithm [10℄ and rule-based systems [1℄, have also been used.

2.1 The Problem of Feature Seletion

The presene of either too few or too many produt features are problemati

for ontent-based reommender systems. With too few features, there will

be insuÆient information to learn the ustomer pro�le. With too many fea-

tures, a large number of parameters will be resulted, and existing tehniques

rely heavily on preproessing steps that selet \useful" features. However, it

is likely that many of these seleted features ontain redundant information.

Moreover, a feature that appears to be a poor preditor on its own may turn

out to have great disriminative power in ombination with others. Exper-

imentally, the e�etiveness of feature seletion is also quite ontroversial.

Another important question that has not been addressed thoroughly is how

many features should be seleted. Choosing a small number may remove

important disriminative features, while hoosing a large number defeats

the original purpose of performing dimension redution.

2.2 Support Vetor Mahine

Without the need for feature seletion, SVM has performed very well in

a number of high-dimensional data sets. Its power stems from automati

regularization and also framing the omputational problem as a quadrati

programming problem. In this setion, we briey desribe SVM in the on-

text of produt reommendation.

2.2.1 Model Training

Assume that ustomer x has provided preferene ratings for m prod-

uts. The orresponding training set D will be f(f

j

; v

j

)g

m

j=1

, with the prod-

ut features f

j

as input and the preferene ratings v

j

2 f�1g as output. The

SVM �rst maps f to u = �(f) in a feature spae F . When the data is linearly

separable in F , the SVM onstruts a hyperplane w

T

u+ b in F for whih

the separation between the positive and negative examples is maximized.

It an be shown that w =

P

m

j=1

�

j

v

j

u

j

, where � = (�

1

; : : : ; �

m

) an be

found by solving the following quadrati programming (QP) problem:

maximize W (�) = �

T

1�

1

2

�

T

Q�; (1)

under the onstraints � � 0 and �

T

v = 0, where v

T

= (v

1

; : : : ; v

m

) and Q

is a symmetri matrix with entries v

j

v

k

u

T

j

u

k

. To obtain Q, one does not

need to get u

j

and u

k

expliitly. Instead, one an use a kernel K(�; �) suh

that K(f

j

; f

k

) = u

T

j

u

k

. For example, the kernel for a polynomial lassi�er

of degree d is K(f

j

; f

k

) = (f

T

j

f

k

+1)

d

. Moreover, Q is always positive semi-

de�nite and so there is no loal optima for the QP problem.



When the training set is not separable in F , the SVM algorithm intro-

dues non-negative slak variables �

j

� 0. The resultant problem beomes:

minimize

1

2

kwk

2

+ C

P

m

j=1

�

j

, subjet to v

j

a(f

j

;w) � 1� �

j

; j = 1; : : : ;m.

Here, C is a ustomer-de�ned parameter, and �

j

, whenever it is nonzero,

measures the (absolute) di�erene between v

j

and

a(f

j

;w) = w

T

u

j

+ b =

X

k

�

k

v

k

K(f

j

; f

k

) + b: (2)

Again, this minimization problem an be transformed to a QP problem:

maximize (1) subjet to the onstraints 0 � � � C1 and �

T

v = 0.

2.2.2 Reommendation

On determining whether to reommend a produt (with feature vetor

f) to ustomer x, a(f ;w) in (2) is used as an estimate for the ustomer's

preferene. The larger its value, the more preferable is the produt.

3 Collaborative Reommendation

In the following, let Y

i

h

� Y be the set of produts rated by ustomer x

i

and Y

i

r

= Y n Y

i

h

be the set of produts not yet rated by the same us-

tomer. Collaborative systems estimate ustomer's preferenes for produts

in Y

i

r

based on the overlap between his/her preferene ratings for produts

in Y

i

h

and those of the other ustomers. Algorithms for ollaborative reom-

mendation, in general, an be ategorized into two lasses, memory-based

and model-based [2℄. Memory-based approahes utilize the entire ustomer

database to estimate his/her preferenes for the unrated produts. Di�er-

ent estimates have been proposed, suh as the Pearson orrelation oeÆient

[11, 12℄. Model-based systems, on the other hand, use the database to learn

a model and then use this model in estimation. Di�erent statistial models,

suh as the naive Bayes lassi�er and the Bayesian network [2℄, have been

used.

3.1 The Sparsity and First-Rater Problems

Reommender systems using ollaborative �ltering assume the presene of

a large enough number of ustomers willing to provide preferene ratings to

many produts, and this may not be the ase in reality (sparsity problem).

Model-based methods are usually superior to memory-based methods in this

respet, as they an impose onstraints via the models. DiÆulties also arise

when a new produt omes into the market and thus has no previous pref-

erene information (�rst-rater problem). Integration of ontent-based and

ollaborative approahes is a promising paradigm to alleviate this problem.



3.2 The Latent Class Model

In this model-based approah, the preferene patterns of di�erent ustomers

are assumed to ome from several \latent" ategories (or preferene pat-

terns) Z = fz

1

; :::; z

K

g. In the following, let (x; y) be the observation that

ustomer x has evaluated produt y 2 Y , and n(x; y) be the orrespond-

ing preferene rating. The joint probability distribution of x and y an be

expressed as:

P (x; y) =

X

z

0

2Z

P (z

0

)P (xjz

0

)P (yjz

0

);

where P (xjz) and P (yjz) are the lass-onditional multinomial distributions

and P (z) is the lass prior probability. Conditional independene of x and

y given z implies that one the preferene pattern z is known, the ustomer

preferene is no longer depending on his/her ratings for produts.

3.2.1 Model Training

Here, one has to pre-de�ne the number of latent lasses. Parameters

of the LCM (inluding P (z), P (xjz) and P (yjz)) are then estimated by

the expetation and maximization (EM) algorithm, whih alternates until

onvergene between the E-step

P (zjx; y) =

P (z)P (xjz)P (yjz)

P

z

0

P (z

0

)P (xjz

0

)P (yjz

0

)

;

and the M-step

P (z) =

P

x

0

;y

0

n(x

0

; y

0

)P (zjx

0

; y

0

)

P

x

0
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0

;z

0

n(x

0

; y

0

)P (z

0
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0

; y

0

)

;

P (yjz) =

P

x

0

n(x

0

; y)P (zjx

0

; y)

P

x

0

;y

0

n(x

0

; y
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)P (zjx
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; y
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)

;

P (xjz) =

P

y

0

n(x; y

0

)P (zjx; y

0

)

P

x

0

;y

0

n(x

0

; y

0

)P (zjx

0

; y

0

)

:

3.2.2 Reommendation Within the Training Set

Using the Bayes rule, probability that ustomer x buys produt y is:

P (yjx) =

X

z

0

2Z

P (z

0

jx)P (yjz

0

); (3)

where P (zjx) = P (xjz)P (z)=

P

z

0

2Z

P (xjz

0

)P (z

0

). With a number of prod-

uts, they an then be sorted by P (yjx) when providing reommendations.

3.2.3 Reommendation Outside the Training Set



Hofmann and Puziha [6℄ does not disuss how the LCM an be used

to provide reommendations to ustomers not in the training set. Here, we

propose a method by using preferene ratings that the ustomer has rated

so far. Let x

n

=2 X be the new ustomer. The probability of reommending

produt y

j

2 Y

j

r

= YnY

h

is equal to P (y

j

jx

n

) =

P

z2Z

P (zjx

n

)P (y

j

jz).

Here, the only unknown, P (zjx

n

), is the probability that x

n

falls in the

latent lass z. Based on the ustomer's preferene history Y

h

and assuming

a onstant P (y

h

), P (zjx

n

) an then be estimated as:

P (zjx

n

) '

^

P (zjx

n

;Y

n

h

) /

X

y

h

2Y

h

P (y

h

jz)P (z)n(x

n

; y

h

): (4)

Aording to (4), the estimation of P (zjx

n

) is thus equivalent to a simple

orrelation between P (y

h

jz) and n(x

n

; y

h

) weighted by P (z).

4 Evaluation

Customer preferene information about the movies are obtained from the

EahMovie database, whih onsists of 72,916 ratings for 1628 di�erent

movies. The ratings are disretized into 6 levels, as 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8

and 1. In the following, we de�ne a movie as \interesting" to an individual

ustomer if his/her preferene rating for this movie is greater than 0.5.

Evaluation will be based on three di�erent measures. The �rst one

is the traditional lassi�ation auray. The seond one is the break-even

point, whih has been ommonly used in the area of information retrieval.

Here, movies in the test set are ordered with dereasing preferene (esti-

mate) v

ij

, and the break-even point is the point at whih reall equals pre-

ision. In the urrent ontext, reall is the perentage of interesting movies

that an be loated, whereas preision is the perentage of movies that are

predited to be interesting and are really interesting to the ustomer. The

third measure is based on the expeted utility used in [2℄. Again, we uti-

lize the list used in omputing the break-even point. We assume that eah

suessive item in this list will be less likely to be viewed by the ustomer

with an exponential deay. The expeted utility for ustomer x

i

is then:

R

i

=

X

j

max(v

ij

� d; 0)

2

(j�1)=(��1)

;

where d is the neural vote (here, we take 0.5) and � is the viewing half-life

(whih is set to 5). We also ompute the maximum and minimum ahievable

utilities R

max

i

and R

min

i

, and the �nal sore is then omputed as:

utility = (R

i

�R

min

i

)=(R

max

i

�R

min

i

): (5)

4.1 Content-Based Reommendation

In this setion, we ompare �ve ontent-based reommendation tehniques,

inluding the naive Bayes lassi�er, 1-nearest-neighbor lassi�er, the SVM,



the deision tree lassi�er C4.5 and its assoiated prodution rule generator

C4.5rules. To provide a baseline referene, we have also inluded the ma-

jority lassi�er, whih always predits the most frequent lass.

4.1.1 Movie Information

Information about the movies are extrated from the Internet Movie

Database (http://www.imdb.om). The following 12 features are extrated

from eah movie reord:

� Continuous features: Release date and Runtime.

� Multi-valued features in whih eah movie an take on at most one

value : Language, Certi�ation, Diretor, Produer, Original musi and

Writing redits. Note that Diretor, Produer, Original musi and Writ-

ing redits may atually involve more than one person. However, for

simpliity, we will only onsider the �rst one that appears in the list.

� Multi-valued features in whih eah movie may take on multiple val-

ues: Genre, Country, Keyword and Cast. Beause of the possibly large

number of ators, we extrat only the �rst 10 from eah movie.

For the multi-valued features, we take the popular approah of representing

eah of them as a set of binary features. For example, the Cast feature

will be represented as a set of binary features suh as \Cast inludes Dustin

Ho�man", \Cast inludes Brue Willis", et. The total size of the resultant

set of features is 6620.

4.1.2 Experimental Setup

Results reported here are based on 5-fold ross-validation, averaged

over 100 ustomers randomly seleted from the EahMovie database. All

1628 movies are used, and no feature seletion is performed exept for C4.5

and C4.5rules. Moreover, reall that omputations of both the break-even

point and the utility measure in (5) require ranking the movies by dereas-

ing preferene estimates. For the naive Bayes lassi�er, this is performed

by ranking the movies by dereasing posterior odds. For the SVM, we rank

the movies by dereasing a(f

j

;w) in (2). For C4.5rules, we rank by the dis-

tane (based on the simpli�ed value di�erene metri [4℄) between f

j

and its

nearest rule. For C4.5 and the majority lassi�ers, suh an ordering annot

be produed and hene only the auraies are reported.

4.1.3 Results

Table 1 shows the performane of di�erent ontent-based reommen-

dation methods. As an be seen, the SVM is superior in all three measures.



break-even

auray (%) point (%) utility (%)

SVM 77 80.3 65

naive Bayes 76 78.8 61

C4.5rules (#feature=100) 74 76.0 52

C4.5rules (#feature=400) 75 75.1 52

1-nearest-neighbor 69 76.2 45

C4.5 (#feature=100) 74 - -

C4.5 (#feature=400) 74 - -

majority 75 - -

Table 1: Performane of di�erent ontent-based reommender systems.

4.2 Collaborative Reommendation

4.2.1 Experimental Setup

In this setion, we ompare the LCM and the standard memory-based

method using the Pearson orrelation oeÆient (P-Corr). A subset of 100

ustomers and 500 movies from the EahMovie dataset is used. The us-

tomers are seleted in suh a way that they have provided at least 20 ratings

among the 500 movies. Ratings of the �rst 90 ustomers are used for training

while those of the remaining 10 are used for testing. In the EM algorithm,

P (z) is initialized randomly. For P (yjz), eah olumn of the matrix V is

onsidered as a feature vetor and the K-mean lustering is applied. P (yjz)

is then initialized to one if y is in luster z and zero otherwise. P (xjz) is

initialized similarly, exept that rows of V are now taken to be the feature

vetor in the lustering proess. The three performane measures used in

ontent-based reommendation are also used here for evaluation. Sine the

LCM ranks the movies based on P (yjx), a threshold is needed to ompute

the lassi�ation auray. In our experiments, we onsider that ustomer

x likes movie y if P (yjx) > 0:5=N

y

.

4.2.2 Results

Table 2 tabulates the results. Performane of the LCM is generally

superior to that of P-Corr, espeially when the preferene history is short.

This is beause the sparsity problem beomes more signi�ant as the prefer-

ene history dereases. This improvement is also in line with the argument

that model-based approahes an e�etively alleviate the sparsity problem.

Moreover, notie that over�tting ours when the number of lusters in-

reases from 6 to 10 and then to 15. The question of seleting an optimal

number of latent lasses, however, remains an open researh issue.



length no. of break-even

of latent auray (%) point (%) utility (%)

history lasses LCM P-Corr LCM P-Corr LCM P-Corr

6 63 75.6 57

250 10 62 61 77.0 75.6 62 59

15 63 75.5 59

6 61 75.6 57

125 10 62 60 76.6 73.5 63 58

15 62 75.3 60

6 61 75.6 58

83 10 60 50 77.3 73.3 61 58

15 62 72.3 60

6 61 75.6 59

63 10 58 51 77.2 71.0 62 58

15 60 72.3 59

6 62 72.0 56

10 10 61 40 71.0 63.1 56 43

15 62 70.5 55

Table 2: Performane of two ollaborative reommender systems using pref-

erene histories of di�erent lengths. Testing results are based on the last

250 movies.

5 Conlusion

In this paper, we applied the support vetor mahine for ontent-based

reommendation. This yields superior performane to other traditional

ontent-based tehniques, while also avoiding the problem of feature se-

letion. For ollaborative reommendation, we extended the latent lass

model to reommend produts to ustomers outside the training set. Exper-

imentally, this model-based approah an e�etively alleviate the sparsity

problem.
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